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The EHX Electic Mistress is one of the hottest Flanger pedals of all time. But where did it earn its reputation? Everyone 
from Roger Waters of Pink Floyd to J Mascise of Dinosaur has used this pedal to create incredible watery textures to 
their inimitable guitar abilites. It has the reputation like that because it’s so good! Feautring three twistable knobs, you’re 
in for a treat when you get your hands on one of these modulation engines.

What is flanging?
AA flanger is any device or devices that flange an audio. It is the remarkable Jet Engine sound that was made famous by 
legendary guitarists. It can also be used for subtle and ethereal watery passages found on legendary albums by Pink Floyd 
and others.

What do the knobs do?
The Electic Mistress has three knobs: Range, Color and Rate.
The Range knob controls the depth of the flangeThe Range knob controls the depth of the flanger’s sweep. The Color knob changes the color. If you have the color knob 
at 12 o’clock it could be like a blue, but at 3 o’clock it could be more like a red. Thi is figurative language because sound 
doesnt have a visual quality. The rate knob controls the speed at which the signal modulates. So if you turn the knob all 
the way up it will sound more fast and stuff.

Our thoughts:
Right from plugging the Cool Red Strat into the pedal it sounded cool. Everything from chorus-like tones used byRight from plugging the Cool Red Strat into the pedal it sounded cool. Everything from chorus-like tones used by The 
Police featuring Sting to sick Jet Engine Sounds like from the 90s is achievable. As with all pedals, it is reccomended that 
all knobs be turned to their maximum setting to achieve the coolest results. This beast does not dissapoint. With all knobs 
turned up  it sounded like an awesome thing.

Rating: NC-17. One of the best ratings a pedal could have. Leave the kids at home, this one is for the big boys. Highlighy 
reccomnded shredding machine at the push of a button.

RATING

NC-17

We rate our pedals on the
scale developed by
the MPAA. The better a
product is, the more 
dangerous a rating we
ggive it. So, the worst pedal
would be a ‘G’ and the 
best a ‘XXX.’


